
TeksMed Services is a proud affiliate partner of the ECAO and we are offering a historical review of 
your WSIB account, at no extra cost. TeksMed will conduct a detailed analysis of your account 
and claims, to identify and recover any opportunities for cost relief.

There is no risk and all reward - this historical review is being offered to you by the ECAO’s Disability 
Management partner at no extra cost to you! You can only benefit from this offer, and have money 
returned to your account as a credit or decrease in premium rate.

Seeing the ability in disability

TeksMed Services Inc. has been providing exceptional disability claims management for over 25 years, 
and is proven to reduce claims costs and, consequently, premiums. If our full comprehensive service 
model is not the right fit for your organization, we also offer services on a contingency basis.

As part of our comprehensive service, TeksMed performs a thorough review of an organization’s 
historical claims. TeksMed will pursue previously overlooked cost relief opportunities and appeal for 
decisions that will result in greater savings for the business. 

Contact us today for more information.
Toll Free Phone 1-844-835-7253  • info@teksmed.com 

Every missed opportunity has a direct affect on your company’s bottom line.
Many opportunities for reducing claims costs go unnoticed or ignored. 

Your business is likely paying more in Workers’ 
Compensation premiums than necessary.

If you would like to have a free historical review performed on your account, 
please contact Tanya George 437-333-8608 or tgeorge@teksmed.com.

1-844-835-7253 info@teksmed.comwww.teksmed.com

ROI

Clear return on 
investment leaves no 
money on the table

Experienced claims 
experts  recover 
missed savings

Risk free - this service 
is included in your 
ECAO membership

Cost relief is a WSIB initiative, administered via the Secondary Injury and 
Enhancement Fund (SIEF), that provides employers with financial relief 
when an injured worker's pre-existing condition enhances or prolongs 
their return to work. This means that an employer will not be held fully 
financially responsible for a workplace injury that was caused by a 
worker's pre-existing condition or if their recovery is delayed/prolonged 
due to that condition. 
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